This paper discusses proportional odds model and similarity on the construction of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) chronic gastritis syndrome model. The syndromes explain the true relationships among a set of symptoms, which can be characterized by marginal probabilities and conditional probabilities. The former represents the distribution of levels of the syndrome across the symptoms. The latter describes the probabilities of an individual in a certain syndrome being at a particular level of the symptom, so it enables us to characterize the nature of the syndromes and the essence of the symptoms. A graph model for TCM syndromes gives intuitive mathematical insight into its use and computation. Similarity among syndromes explains that the model we construct is altogether fitting and proper.
Introduction
Syndrome differentiation of the chronic gastritis is an important part in the syndrome theory of TCM, which comes from the thinking of the human brain with analyzing rules of numerous cases, based on the learning from the ancient Chinese medical documents and accumulating individual experiences, guided by the theory of TCM. So it is sure that the syndrome theory of TCM is a priori, objective, and full of quantity and standardization.
The chronic gastritis is a common disease of the digestive system, with gastric inflammation being its notable features. This disease seriously influences the working and living of people. As social competition being fierce day by day, the rhythm of life is being accelerated constantly, the chronic gastritis patients are greatly increased. Compare to Western medicine, Chinese medicine have many advantages in the treatment of chronic gastritis.
1-2 Therefore, artificial intelligence has been widely used successfully in the medical field, using of artificial intelligence technology in the field of traditional Chinese medicine research on chronic gastritis has a certain practical significance. This paper consists of six sections: the first section is an introduction explaining the study's motivation and goals; the second section Design of TCM syndrome model; the third section explains the symptom selections; the fourth section explains syndrome similarity measures; the fifth section consists of empirical results and analysis; and the sixth section presents our conclusions and future work.
Design of TCM Syndrome Model
This section is divided into two parts which include syndrome theory of TCM, and syndrome model.
Syndrome theory of TCM
Zhang zhongjing (East Han dynasty) valued the function of the syndrome theory. They were rules of treatments and standards of syndrome differentiation formulated by the ancient physicians. The principle that "treatment based on syndrome differentiation" showed that both treatment and syndrome differentiation were used to diagnostic patients, though with different periods of time.
On TCM's recommendation, the syndrome differentiation theory describes syndrome-symptom relation, the treatment theory describes syndromeformula relation, and the prescription theory links syndrome to drug. Now look at Figure 1 , there are four entities (i.e., syndrome, symptom, formula and drug) and three relations (i.e., syndrome-symptom relation, syndromeformula relation and syndrome-drug relation), for TCM essence. Here, syndrome can have numerous symptoms, a symptom that can be included by many syndromes. A syndrome must include at least one symptom, but the symptom need not necessarily syndrome. Syndromesymptom relation means a syndrome differentiation, used to indicate a specific syndrome differentiates for a specific symptom (For brevity, attributes of entities and relationships are not shown in the diagram).
There are three syndrome models, each focusing on a different perspective of the relation and with its own theory. From the time of Zhang zhongjing down to today, syndrome-symptom model was the main stream of TCM thought for as long as 2000 years. Such model, referred to as syndrome model hereafter, will be considered as restrictions in syndrome-symptom relation.
Recently, many TCM knowledge were developed and achieved the acceptable performance, such as standardization of syndrome differentiation (Chen et al. 2005) 3 , syndrome classification (Li et al. 2006 ) 4 , syndrome-formula relation (Yu et al. 2005 ) 5 , syndromemedicine model (Lu et al. 2008 ) 6 , and syndrome evaluation of the curative effect (Peng et 8 . We survey the previous related studies as follows. Zhang et al. (2007) used latent tree models to analyze the data set, and found natural clusters in the data set that correspond well to TCM syndrome types. It provides statistical validation to TCM syndrome types and suggests the possibility of establishing objective and quantitative diagnosis standards for syndrome differentiation. Yu et al. (2005) proposed MRAGEP in accordance with the syndrome-formula relationship of TCM. It can get an amazing function of good precision. The experiments prove the effectiveness of MRAGEP, and its accuracy is 62. 5%. Lu et al. (2008) established a set of perfect Chinese medicine syndrome animal model and assessment method.
Syndrome model
The concept behind syndrome models is to combine several main symptoms to prevent over-fitting from the little sample. Any combination of two or more symptoms can be termed as feature selection. Over a half century, the syndrome differentiation has become a universally understood technique within the TCM field. However, this model is limited by the objective and quantitative standards. Some scholars build on the foundation of syndrome differentiation to construct a syndrome model. Nevertheless, this approach assumes that single symptom is under the domination of the specific syndrome, and uses bayesian networks to analysis and found natural clusters in the dataset. Those assumptions are not consistent with reality (Zhang 2008) and as a result models created using this method rarely yield significantly positive performance. Chen 11 held the main advantage of neural network is that it may realize uncertain inference of syndrome differentiation in TCM, without request experts to provide all possible combinations for certainty degrees of symptoms and syndromes. Therefore, those aforementioned papers stress single symptom can not be under the domination of the specific syndrome. TCM syndrome model constructing has several important decision phases such as symptom selections, syndrome similarity measures, and empirical analysis. Symptom selections phase involves distributing the different symptoms within the model and determining their weights. The classifier is often behind the idea of separating symptoms from the case collections to the point that coined to describe a certain syndrome. Syndrome similarity measures are rules of model appropriateness to regulate and adjust the relationship among syndromes. SimRank is one of the best known methods. In symptom selections phase, there are three steps, including cases collection, syndrome feature selection based on the classifier, and performance testing. In syndrome similarity measures phase, there are four steps, including compute syndrome-tosyndrome similarity, compute symptom-to-symptom similarity, compute syndrome-to-symptom weight and confirm model appropriateness. In empirical analysis phase, there are two steps, including association analysis, and analysis based on proportional odds model with deviance residuals testing.
Symptom Selections
This section is divided into three parts which include cases collection, syndrome feature selection based on the classifier, and performance testing.
Case collection
In our experiment, we collect 709 cases from the digestion outpatient department of the Affiliated Shuguang Hospital of Shanghai University of Traditional Chinese Medicine during Feb., 2006 and Dec, 2006. According to the "Diagnostic Criteria for the diagnosis of chronic gastritis combining traditional and western medicine" of the Integrated Traditional and Western Medicine Digest Special Committee, the chronic gastritis is divided into five syndromes: incoordination between liver and stomach (INCRD) (n=240); dampness-heat of spleen and stomach (DAMPH) (n=77); deficiency of spleen and stomach (DEFSS) (n=151); blood stasis in stomach (BLDSS) (n=84); and yin deficiency of stomach (YDEFS) (n=157).
In accordance with the general rules of the working of things, although chronic gastritis are divided into five syndromes, every syndrome is all correlated with 74 kinds of symptoms, i.e., the single symptom can't be under the domination of the specific syndrome. Methods of predict and classify used are related to datasets. The symptom is all dichotomous classified in the chronic gastritis case gathered. The specific symptom was coded 1 if this symptom was determined to have been present, and 0 if not. Every case belongs to single syndrome.
Syndrome feature selection
This paper does not deal with data missing and situation with latent parameters. Except that the data missing while the case is gathered. In addition, this study thinks that there is no latent parameter that may influence the symptom.
The study learned from the dichotomous classification using logistic regression. After making analyzing the symptom, multi-class chronic gastritis classification and dependence of the symptom produced, the dependence of every syndrome and main symptom is arranged as Table 1 in descending form, for example "distending pain of stomach" has the strongest dependence for INCRD, secondly it is pink tongue, stringy and slippery pulse, thin-white fur.
In order to achieve predict optimization, this study optimize features with dynamic programming, for preventing over-fitting from too many features. After dealing with, each syndrome has different optimized number of feature, shows as Table 2 , for example the optimized number of feature is 6 for INCRD, i.e., it should include 6 feature parameters in the predict: distending pain of stomach, pink tongue, stringy and slippery pulse, thin-white fur, belching and gastric upset. We shall rely on standard statistical software programs specifically designed for logistic regression to obtain the maximum likelihood estimates coefficient.
Since maximum likelihood estimates 0 
If we utilize the logit transformation, we can express the fitted response function in (5) as follows:
The multiple logistic regression model for DAMPS is as follows:
.395*yellow and greasy fur+1.240* slippery pulse +0.617* burning pain of stomach +0.351* red tongue +0.014* thin-white fur.
The model for DEFSS is as follows:
.931*pale tongue+2.223* deep and weak pulse +1.9* dull pain of stomach +1.831* teeth-print tongue +1.645* cold limbs +0.870* white and greasy fur +1.153* likeness of being warmed and pressed +1.295* weakness.
The model for BLDSS is as follows: 
Syndrome Similarity Measures
We examine the constituents of the syndrome taking symptoms as input factors, adopting gini index and dynamic programming to select optimal numbers of symptom, and then employ logistic regression in conjunction with maximum likelihood estimates to predict accuracy. Now we shall focus center on how the syndrome interacts with its symptoms.
Similarity
In recent years, similarity techniques have been used in many different fields, including recommender system (Marínez et al. 2008 ) 16 , dendogram (Upadhyaya et al.
2008
) 17 , and medical analysis (Kong et al. 2008 ) 18 , and have demonstrated excellent performance in all of these areas. SimRank (Jeh and Widom 2002) 19 is based on a simple and intuitive graph-theoretic model, applicable in any domain with object-to-object relationships, that measures similarity of the structural context in which objects occur, based on their relationships with other objects.
We compute a measure that says "two objects are similar if they are related to similar objects." This general similarity measure, called SimRank, is based on a simple and intuitive graph-theoretic model. A similarity measure can be used to cluster objects, such as for collaborative filtering in a recommender system, in which "similar" users and items are grouped based on the users' preferences.
More precisely, objects a and b are similar if they are related to objects c and d, respectively, and c and d are themselves similar. The base case is that objects are similar to themselves.
As an example, consider the tiny Web graph G shown in Figure 2 , representing the Web pages of two professors ProfA and ProfB, their students StudentA and StudentB, and the home page of their university Univ. Edges between nodes represent hyperlinks from one page to another. From the fact that both are referenced by Univ, we may infer that ProfA and ProfB are similar. We generalize this idea by observing that once we have concluded similarity between ProfA and ProfB, and considering that ProfA and ProfB reference StudentA and StudentB respectively, we can also conclude that StudentA and StudentB are similar. Continuing forth, we can infer some similarity between Univ and ProfB, ProfA and StudentB, etc.
Let us denote the similarity between objects a and b by s(a, b)∈[0, 1]. We write a recursive equation for s(a, b). If a = b then s(a, b) is defined to be 1. Otherwise, , to normalize. That is, the similarity between a and b is the average similarity between inneighbors of a and in-neighbors of b. As discussed earlier, the similarity between an object and itself is defined to be 1. 
Syndrome-to-syndrome similarity
The thought of model appropriateness should find some expression in graph (Figure 3 ) that conforms to the syndromes. Similarity is a general approach that exploits the syndrome-to-syndrome relationships found in TCM syndrome model.
In Table 4 (C=1.0) we concluded similarity between syndromes. For instance, INCRD and DAMPS is 0.680, INCRD and DEFSS is 0.125, etc. The range from 0 to 0.680 of similarity among syndromes explains that the model we construct is altogether fitting and proper.
Symptom-to-symptom similarity
In Table 5 (using C=1.0) we concluded similarity between symptoms. For instance, symptom 1 and symptom 49 is 0.68 (i.e., s(1,49) = 0.68), symptom 42 and symptom 48 is 0.62, etc. Table 2 indicates the meaning of each symptom code.
Syndrome-to-symptom weight
Since the similarity says that we consider only the percentage of times that objects are occurred together, not the absolute number of times. This measure constraint has necessitated us not to use it for syndrometo-symptom similarity measure. Instead, we employ gini index. The feature selection measure provides a contribution ranking for each feature. In Table 6 we concluded normalized weight between syndrome and symptom. For instance, weight between INCRD and symptom Y1 is 1.438 (i.e., w(INCRD, 1) = 1.438), INCRD and symptom Y41 is 1.34, etc.
Confirm model appropriateness
Once the syndrome-to-syndrome similarity, symptomto-symptom similarity and syndrome-to-symptom weight has been obtained, the usual next steps are to examine the appropriateness of the model and, if the fit is approved by some physicians. We shall go to empirical analysis phase.
Experimental Results and Analysis
Association measures is a graphical procedure for representing associations in a table of frequencies. We will concentrate on a two-way contingency table. If the contingency table has I rows and J columns, the plot produced by association measures contains a set of points corresponding to the rows. The positions of the points reflect associations. Row points that are close together indicate rows that have similar profiles (conditional distributions) across the columns.
If we divide the frequencies in each row (syndrome) by the corresponding row total, we obtain a profile of severities of symptom. The profiles for the different syndrome (rows) are shown in a line graph in Figure 4 . 20 For clarity a total of 227 cases comply with the conditions. In our 227 collections: INCRD (n=107), DEFSS (n=75), DAMPH (n=45). Table 7 contains the frequencies of J=4 different levels of belch severity (0-3: normal, mild, moderate, severe) found at I=3 syndromes.
Syndrome and belch severity profile
Seldom have severity "3", so we amalgamate (i.e., add up) "2" and "3" to "2" (above moderate). If we divide the frequencies in each row (syndrome) by the corresponding row total, we obtain Table 8 which  shows 3×3 contingency table with Figure 4 .
Where dashed line denotes the marginal probability of the severity, solid line the conditional probability of each syndrome. Row points that are apart from each other indicate the row categories are related to the column categories.
At level "normal" and "mild" in Figure 4 , there is a maximum apart from dashed to solid line (DEFSS), nearly up to 0.2, therefore we infer there is less probability of belch severity≥1 for DEFSS compared to DAMPH.
So belch severity associates with syndromes. We use chi-squared test for independence to test if syndrome is associated with the belch severity, the 2 χ -value would be 33.26, and P =1.06E-6. Seldom have severity "3", so we amalgamate (i.e., add up) "2" and "3" to "2" (above moderate). If we divide the frequencies in each row (syndrome) by the corresponding row total, we obtain Table 10 Figure 5 , denoting marginal probability and conditional probability of weakness severity. Row points that are apart from each other indicate the row categories are related to the column categories.
Syndromes and weakness severity profile
At level "normal" in Figure 5 , there is a maximum apart from dashed to solid line(DEFSS), nearly up to 0.2, therefore we infer there is greater probability of severity ≥1 for DEFSS compared to DAMPH.
So weakness severity associates with syndromes. We utilize chi-squared test for independence to confirm results of Figure 5 , receiving chi-squared value 52.04, with P-value=1.35E-10, indicating syndromes are all significantly associated with weakness severity.
Proportional odds model
Miller et al. 21 extended Generalized estimating equations (GEE), proposed by Liang and Zeger, 22 This section shows how to use the ordinal response levels of severity. Modeling ordinal score data that are repeated over time is common to a wide range of problems and has been studied by medical researchers. In the article the response variable were grouped into four categories: 'normal', 'mild', 'moderate' and 'severe'. We hope to find the factor influencing disease, proportional odds model is commonly used for the analysis of ordinal data, therefore we utilize it to discover the influence disease's factor. We consider the following models
where 1
be the likelihood function of the parameters to be estimated. Suppose there is only one covariate X in the model, model denotes straight line relate to the logarithm of the accumulated odds of level j and covariate variable x, k-1 parallel regression lines are assumed for k categories of the response variable. [25] [26] [27] One predictor variable was included in the study, denoting known syndromes. Syndrome status is a categorical variable with three levels. It is represented by two indicator variables ( 1 x and 2 x ), as follows:
INCRD by (1, 0), DEFSS by (0, 1), and DAMPH by (0, 0). Note the use of the indicator variables as just explained for the categorical variable. The primary purpose of the study was to assess the strength of the association between each of the syndromes. Then
use score test [28] [29] 
Associated analysis of syndromes and belch severity
Combining severity "2" and "3" to "2"(above moderate), we utilize proportional odds model (13) Figure 4 . This odds ratio (exp(0.954)) tells us that the odds of severity≤0 instead of severity>0 for DEFSS are about 2.596 times the odds of severity≤0 for DAMPH.
Chi-square Goodness of fit test
The appropriateness of the fitted logistic regression model needs to be examined before it is accepted for use, as is the case for all regression models. In particular, we need to examine whether the estimated response function for the data is monotonic and sigmoidal in shape, key properties of the logistic response function. Chi-square goodness test assumes only that the . (18) Since the sample size n=227 is large and all expected frequencies are greater than 5, the chi-square test is appropriate here. For α =.05 and c-2=7, we require 
Index plot of deviance residuals.
A simple graphic display of the deviance residuals is to present them in an index plot, where i dev is plotted against its index i. Index plots help to identify outlying residuals, Figure 6 contains an index plot of the belch deviance residuals. Note that the largest absolute deviance residuals do not stand apart and we have no guidance as to whether these cases should be considered to be outliers. Obviously, index plot of other symptoms' deviance residuals are same as well.
Half-normal probability plot.
A half-normal probability plot with a simulated envelope is useful for identifying deviance residuals that are outlying and for examining the adequacy of the linear part of the logistic regression model. A halfnormal probability plot helps to highlight outlying deviance residuals even though the residuals are not normally distributed. In a half-normal probability plot, the kth ordered absolute residual is plotted against: (19) Outliers will appear at the top right of a half-normal probability plot as points separated from the others. However, a half-normal plot of the absolute residuals will not necessarily give a straight line even when the fitted model is actually correct.
To identify outlying deviance residuals, we combine a half-normal probability plot with a simulated envelope. This envelope constitutes a band such that the plotted residuals are all likely to fall within the band if the fitted model is correct. occurrence of points near to or outside the simulated envelope are indications that the fitted model is appropriate.
Associated analysis of syndromes and weakness severity
Combining severity "2" and "3" to "2"(above moderate), we utilize proportional odds model (13) This odds ratio (exp(-1.751)) tells us that the odds of weakness severity≤1 instead of severity>1 for DEFSS are about 0.174-fold the odds of severity≤1 for DAMPH, and DEFSS patient's weakness symptoms are usually more inclined to serious. These findings are consistent with the profile pictured in Figure 5 .
Odds ratio
The severity of stomachache, stomach bloated is similar in the behavior under three kinds of syndrome: INCRD, DEFSS and DAMPH. Severity of belch and weakness are related to syndromes.
The odds ratio of belch severity≤1 is about 0. From the discussion above, we see both belch and weakness (severity) are related to chronic gastritis syndrome. The doctors may get benefit out of it for judging the syndromes.
Conclusions and Future Work
We propose a general approach to create TCM syndrome model that includes three phases such as symptom selections, syndrome similarity measures, and empirical analysis.
The syndromes represent TCM's concise and brilliant summarization which can identify if the relationships among a set of symptoms are caused by some syndromes.
A graph model for TCM syndromes gives intuitive mathematical insight into its use and computation. Similarity among syndromes explains that the model we construct is altogether fitting and proper. Experimental results using dimension reduced concept over one real dataset that show the effectiveness and feasibility of As mentioned in Section 2.1, constructing syndrome-formula model and integrate with syndromesymptom model is the next step when syndromesymptom models are constructed.
